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For immediate release

Unique Singapore-themed art prints debut at “Boutiques at The Pit Building”
4th and 5th November
SINGAPORE, July 20th 2016 — eck&art design studio announced today that they will
participate for the first time at “Boutiques at The Pit Building” in November 2016. On
the 4th and 5th of November, the studio will showcase their original prints and unveil
new pieces in their popular vintage-style travel poster series.
“As a studio that largely displays and sells its prints online, we are thrilled to showcase
our work at the iconic Pit Building” said Isabella Eckart, the studio owner.
eck&art design studio has entered the Singapore design scene in 2012 and has since
designed and launched a series of unique Singapore-themed posters and prints. The
common theme of their work has been a kind of “insider connection" to Singapore,
says Isabella. “Our typographic canvases for instance can be fully customised with the
words that are meaningful to our customers.”
During last year’s golden jubilee of Singapore the studio has launched a print series
celebrating Singapore’s distinct architectural styles from the common Black & White
bungalow to the raw concrete of the HDB blocks.
This year, the studio launched it’s most popular series to date: vintage-style travel
posters. Isabella describes them as a kind of tongue-in-cheek homage to Singapore's
insider destinations and the very popular travel posters style of the early 1900s. The
themes of the posters designed by the studio range from Orchard Road, East Coast to
Bukit Timah.
“At Boutiques, fair goers will get a chance to see all our prints up close and we hope
to connect with many more design-loving people” says Isabella Eckart.
eck&art design studio is a small Swiss owned studio based in Singapore. They
specialise in Singapore-themed posters and fine art prints as well as personalised
typographic canvas prints.

